In this paper, an efficient technique is employed to study the modified Boussinesq and approximate long wave equations of the Caputo fractional time derivative, namely -homotopy analysis transform method. These equations are playing a vital rule in describing the properties of shallow water waves through distinct dispersion relation. The convergence analysis and error analysis has been presented in the present investigation for the future scheme. We illustrate two examples to demonstrate the leverage and effectiveness of the proposed scheme, and the error analysis has been discussed to verify the accuracy. The numerical simulation has been conducted to ensure the exactness of the future technique. The obtained numerical and graphical results are divulge, the proposed scheme is computationally very accurate and straightforward to study and find the solution for fractional coupled nonlinear complex phenomena arised in science and technology.
biotechnology [7] , electrodynamics [8] , and many other fields [9] [10] [11] . The solution for differential equations having order arbitrary describing above phenomena plays a pivotal part in labelling the behaviour of complex problems arises in nature.
In twentieth century, Whitham [12] , Broer [13] and Kaup [14] studied the equations, which elucidate the propagation of shallow water waves having distinct dispersion relation, called as Whitham-Broer-Kaup (WBK) equations. Consider the coupled WBK equations of fractional order [15] : (1) where is the horizontal velocity and be the height that deviating from equilibrium position of the liquid. Here, is the order of the time-fractional derivative. Further, and are constants which are representing distinct diffusion powers i.e., if and , then
Eq. (1) becomes modified Boussinesq equation. Similarly, for and , the system signifies conventional long wave equation. These equations arise in hydrodynamics to illustrate the propagation of waves in dissipative and nonlinear media, and they are advisable for problems arise in the leakage of water in porous subsurface stratum and widely used in ocean and coastal engineering. Moreover, Eq. (1) is the foundation of numerous models utilize to portray the unconfined subsurface like, drainage and groundwater flow problems.
Last thirty years has been the testimony for discovery of plenty of new schemes to solve non-linear fractional differential equations in parallel to the developments of new computational algorithms with symbolic programming. In connection with this, Liao proposed a technique called homotopy analysis method (HAM) and which is based on construction of a homotopy which continuously deforms an initial guess approximation to the exact solution of the given problem [16] . It does not require any discretization, linearization and perturbation. But, it requires more computation and computer memory to solve nonlinear problems arise in complex phenomena.
Hence, it necessitates a mixture of transformation algorithm to overcome with these confines.
In the present investigation, we employ -HATM to find an approximated analytical solution for coupled modified Boussinesq and approximate long wave equations of fractional order.
These equations are studied by several authors via distinct techniques like, ADM [17] , VIM [18] , CFRDTM [15] , LADM [19] and other techniques [20] [21] [22] . These cited techniques require huge computation and has highly complicated procedure to solve coupled systems. The proposed method is a modified technique and which is elegant blend of -HAM with Laplace transform. Hence, it does not require discretization, linearization or perturbation and in additionally it will decrease huge mathematical computations, more computer memory and is free from obtaining difficult integrations, polynomials, physical parameters. The future technique has many sturdy properties including straight forward solution procedure, promising large convergence region, and moreover free from any assumption, discretization and perturbation. It is worth revealing that the Laplace transform with semi-analytical techniques requires less C.P.U time to evaluate solution for nonlinear complex models and phenomena arised in science and technology. The -HATM solution involves with two auxiliary parameters and , which helps us to adjust and control the convergence of the solution, which quickly tends to the analytical solution in a small acceptable region. It is worth to mention that, the proposed scheme can decrease the computation of the time and work as compared with other traditional techniques while maintaining the great efficiency.
Recently, due to consistency and efficacy of -HATM it has been eminently aided by many researchers to analyse various kinds of nonlinear problem like, authors in [23] analysed and find the authors in [28] analysed the model of Lienard's equation, and many others has study and find the solution for many complex problems arised in related fields of science [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Motivated by these investigations, we find the approximated analytical solution for coupled DEs describing the shallow water waves through distinct dispersion relation.
Preliminaries
In this segment, we present basic definitions and notions which will be used in the present frame work:
Definition 1 Let be a function. Then Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of with order presented as [4] , .
Definition 2 The Caputo fractional derivative of is defined as
Definition 3 The Laplace transform (LT) of a Caputo fractional derivative is represented as
where is represent the LT of .
Basic idea of -HATM
Consider a nonlinear differential equation of arbitrary order ,
where is the bounded linear differential operator in and , (i.e., for a number we have ), specifies the nonlinear differential operator and Lipschitz continuous with satisfying , and denotes the source term. On applying to Eq. (5), we have .
On simplification, the Eq. (6) reduces to .
According to homotopy analysis method [16] , the nonlinear operator for is real function defined as
The homotopy constructed for as shown below: ,
where is symbolized LT, is an auxiliary parameter, is initial guess and is an unknown function. For and , the following results are respectively holds true ,
Thus, by increasing from to , the solution converge from to . Now by applying Taylor theorem, the function is expanding in series form near to [35] , we have ,
where .
On choosing the initial guess the auxiliary parameter the auxiliary linear operator, and , the series (11) converges at . Later, it provides solutions for Eq. (5) and which is of the form .
Now, differentiating Eq. (9) -times in terms of and then multiplied by and then taking , it yields ,
where (15) On employing inverse LT for Eq. (14) , one can get ,
where ,
and ( The solution for the non-linear fractional differential equation (5) Hence, the solution for Eq. (5) is unique.
Theorem 2 (Convergence theorem)
Let be a Banach space and be a non-linear mapping. Assume that , , then has a fixed point in view of Banach fixed point theory [36] . Moreover, for the arbitrary selection of , the sequence generated by the -HATM converges to fixed point of and , .
Proof: For all continuous functions, let us consider Banach space on with norm is given by . First, we prove that is Cauchy sequence in .
By the convolution theorem for , the Eq. (22) 
Error analysis of proposed algorithm
The error analysis of proposed scheme obtained with help of -HATM is presented in this segment 
Illustrative examples
Here, we consider two coupled examples to present the efficiency and applicability -HATM.
Example 6.1.
Consider the modified Boussinesq (MB) equations of fractional order [15, 17, 20] : (26) with initial conditions 
with initial conditions (35) The exact solution for classical oreder ALW equations is By performing LT on Eq. (34) and using Eq. (35), we have .
Define the non-linear operators as , .
Now, for , the -order deformation equation is presented as follows
By employing inverse LT on Eq. (38), we obtained .
On simplification, we obtain Table 4 Comparative study between ADM [17] , VIM [18] , LADM [19] , CRFDTM [15] and -HATM for the approximate solution at and for Ex. 6.2
Numerical results and discussion
Here, the numerical simulation has been conducted in order to prove whether the future algorithm lead to greater accuracy. We can see that from obtained results, the future scheme gives remarkable exactness in comparison to the technique presented in the literature [15, 18, 19] 
Conclusion:
In the present work, the -HATM is employed advantageously to find the solution for coupled modified Boussinesq and approximate long wave equations of fractional order. Two examples are considered in order to illustrate and validate the efficiency of the considered algorithm. The convergence and error analysis have been offered in the present frame work to show the consistency and applicability. The numerical simulation has been conducted for both considered fractional coupled systems in terms of absolute error. From the cited tables and plots, we can see that the proposed technique is effective and more exact as related to other methods and contains the results of CFRDTM as a special case ( and ). Moreover, the algorithm controls and manipulates the series solution and which quickly converges to analytical solution in a small admissible domain. Hence, we can concluded that the proposed algorithm is very powerful and well organized to study the coupled system arise in physical phenomena both fractional and integer order derivative by analytically and numerically to describe the real world problems in a systematic and better manner.
